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Definition. A matrix is a rectangular array of numbers or other mathematical objects for which operations such
as addition and multiplication are defined. Most commonly, a matrix over a field F is a rectangular array of
scalars each of which is a member of F. Most of this article focuses on real and complex matrices, that is,
matrices whose elements are real numbers or complex numbers ...
Matrix (mathematics) - Wikipedia
In linear algebra, a nilpotent matrix is a square matrix N such that = for some positive integer k.The smallest
such k is sometimes called the index of N.. More generally, a nilpotent transformation is a linear
transformation L of a vector space such that L k = 0 for some positive integer k (and thus, L j = 0 for all j â‰¥
k). Both of these concepts are special cases of a more general concept ...
Nilpotent matrix - Wikipedia
Descarga LIBROS GRATIS MATEMÃ•TICAS CON SOLUCIONARIOS PDF GRATIS en descarga directa,
libros de cÃ¡lculo diferencia, integral, vectorial, una variable...
LIBROS GRATIS MATEMÃ•TICAS CON SOLUCIONARIOS PDF GRATIS
In algebra lineare il polinomio caratteristico di una matrice quadrata su un campo Ã¨ un polinomio definito a
partire dalla matrice che ne descrive molte proprietÃ essenziali.. Il polinomio caratteristico Ã¨ un oggetto che
dipende solo dalla classe di similitudine di una matrice, e pertanto fornisce molte informazioni sulla natura
intrinseca delle trasformazioni lineari, caratterizzate ...
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